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A matheniatical model of the solidification process in an ingot 
remelted by the continuous 1 electroslag process was developed to 
predict the influence of proces~ parameters on the temperature dis-
tribution of the ingot and m~re precisely on the shape of the molten 
metal pool. The .model essentially cons is ts of a computer program 
.. 
which was written for a two and three dime,nsional analysis of the • 
'problem. The three dimensional model results in a very good predic-
tion of the depth and shape of the pool for the range of melting 
tates studied. The computer model proposed is a three dimensional 
heat transfer program which can be generalized easily to a variety 
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Amatheni.atical model o.t; the solidificatibn process in an ingot 
r~eJted. by the continuous electroslag process was cleveloned to 
1tredic,t the~.influence of process parameters on the 
ternnerature dis-
. . 
tribution of the ingot and more precisely on the shape of the '.";·.olten 
.. tnetal pQol . The model essentially consists of a cornputer 
Wh{ch Was :written for a two and three dimensional analysis of the 
,pr ob 1 em • The three dimensional model results in a ver\1 good nredic-
.... l,. ; • 
tion of the depth and shape of the pool for the range of melting 
rates studied. The computer model proposed is a three dimensional 
heat transfer program which can be generalized easily to a variety 













·Mddern te~hnology has an increasing need for highly alloyed 
materia-ls of 'high qua\ity; more severe performance standards are ·• 
1:'~qµired for structure and chemical composition. 
In the past decade, a new interest has therefore been given to· the ref.i.ning processes and manufacturing procedures producing 
. speci~l alloys of high performance . 
. Atno.ng the properties required for a high qt1ality ingot are pr·:oper ~,hem:ic,al composition, low macro and microsegregation, absence 
of; large ·non-m~t·allic inclusions, high density and 3 l1o111oger1etJl1S 
s.olidif.icati·on pattern. If the ingot is to be rolled or forged, the 
solidifi.cation pattern is very important since the solidification process i~ in fact responsible for many micro and macro defects: The 
str·u-c~ture :produced innnediately upon solidification deterr-:1ines, in large measu:r.e, the properties of the part. As \·.7inegard (1) poit1ts out, this is ttfie also for ingots, despite the popular but incorrect 
-~· b:elief that defects are eliminated when the ingot is forgecl. 
, 
It1 recent years, the e lee tros lag ren1e 1 ting process 11as been .. 
regarded with special interest in this situation because of the t1igh ·"'' 
:yield .and_ quality of the reme 1 ted product. 
fUNDAMENTALS OF TI-IE PROCESS 
As ,shown in Figure 1, the continuous electroslag remelting pro-ce,ss c.onsists .of a consumable electrode \.;hich is contint1ot1s 1.,,r fed into 
a sl·ag_ pool and melts because of the Joule heating at the elecr1-ode-slag int.er.face. The droplets of liquid metal then flo'I;.; dawn t11rolrg11 tl1e '. flux whe·re chemical refining and mechanical removal of inclusions occur. 
·T.he refined ingot then solidifies in the lower part of the mold 
a:nd i.s. c.op.tinuously withdrawn from the mold. 
The characteristic features of the remelted product are its q_l'-eanline.ss, high density, chemical homogeneity, and absence of shrink-
·a.ge .flaws-. The fact that the process offers a good control of micro and mac:ro segr·egation of grain shape and size, and the almost axial 
•• 
'\ 








. S¢hEl!llilt:Lc:· rElpre~e·pta tion of the cop t inuous e lee tros lag process ~ 
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dendritic -growth is due primarily to the shallow molten metal pool. Figures 2a and 2b show the shape of the metal pool and the resulting 
solidification pattern in a 4 x 4 inch ingot. 
Howe.ver, the depth and shape of the molten metal pool are 
.. :d:e:tepi:Ilined by the choice of operating conditions (coolir1g rate, rnelting • 
rp,_te:, power inpu·t·, slag depth) an~ by the grc1de of steel remelted. ' 
Usua,l:ly . the choice of operating conditions 1s dicta tcd b,: an 
e;r:npirlcal comprom-ise between the need for a high melt rate (hi~I1 pc)-r •• .rer) f'or economic consi.derations, which may tend to give a cleeJ) r:1e t.:1 l ;1c)t')l, 
and the need for a shallow metal pool for optimum metallt1rgica.l 
·considerations. 
The control of the shape of the pool is_ therefore an important 
:problem to which a rational answer must be given for ft1tt1re developnent 
-and. improvement of the process. 
NEED FOR A MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The relatively large number of variables involved in the process ;a:n·d the great difficulty of getting accurate meast1ren1ents of tl1e po()l / 
s.hape dt1ring production make direct experimentation costly and onl:y V·alid f.or the grade of steel· remelted • 
.A mathematical model of the heat transfer process i,1ot1ld be 
a highly versatile tool to simulate the solidification of an ingot; 
~inc·e, once the model is developed, it can be used r ~ r o r a n \· s e t c) 1: .,, 9perating conditions. Several mathematical studies of related J1roblems have already been published(2,3,4). The case of tl1e contir1t1ot1s casting 
of slabs. bas received particular interest in recent years a11cl se\'eral 
models have been proposed which seem to agree \.Jell \,:itl1 e~-:peri.:~1ental 
:r-esult~. Unfortunately, these models are not applicable in t11e c.:1se 
.of the el.ectroslag remelting process. The main reaso11 is tr1at, 
a:Ithoug·h :there is no difference in principle bet\o.1ee11 tl1e heat transfer p:rocess in a continuous casting and a continuous r~SR. process, sc--m1e 
.irnp·or·ta.nt assumptions valid for a continuous casting machine are 
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The assumption cannot be made, for example, that the heat trans-
fer in the direction of casting is negligible: 
the SO-Called Chalmers interface and is obtained by considering the 
heat flov.r in a semi-infinite slab, in which the thickness of the soli-
dified shell is proportional to the Square root of time. As has been 
proved by the experiments described in section III, the shape of the 
F i g u re 3 a rep r c s c :1 ts 
' metal pool in the electrolag process is much shallower. Depending on 
the melting rate and cooling conditions in the mold, a shape similar 
to Figure 3b or 3c can be obtained. This comes from the fact that 
• 
. heat flov.r in the longitudinal direction must also be present. 
A model taking this into account has recently been published 
by R. c. Sun(S). 0This model predicts the molten metal pool shape 
during the solidification of round ingots remelted by classical electro-
slag remelting (fixed bottom chilled mold). 
Although there is no difference in principle between this type 
of process and the continuous ESR process considered in this investi-
gation, it is believed that the possibility of spraying the ingot 
°Qelow the mold is an additional parameter which might have an influence 
on the pool shape. Furthermore, the interest of rec Lins.cu lar ingots 
iS considerable for products which are later to he rolled. 
It is therefore the purpose of this investigation to build a 
model of the solidification of a rectangular slab and predict the 
influence of experimental variables on the shape of the metal pool, 
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MODEL APPROACH 
As has already been pointed out, several analytical treatments 
.of J:'~_:t_ated problems have been proposed(6,7 ,8). But botr1 tl1e sirr.plif:ting as·s·umptions in these models and the complexity of tt1e anal,ltical solt:-tiorts are serious disadvantages. Numerical solt1tions, \,.rt1icl1 are co,1sid-v erab·1y· more- versatile, appear to be better suited. 
I :F:rtrITE D"IFFERE~CE SOLUTIONS OF THE HEAT EQUl\TTO~ 
The principle of the finite difference method is to replace the continuous region in which the solution is sougl1t by a finite number 0£ mesh, points covering the entire region. A net;,.rork of regularl:: 
.spaced s tra·ight 1 ines, each para l le 1 to one of the coord ir1a t c :1:,:c s, i:s: super.imposed over the region. Instead of seel<i11g tt1c valt1c of the s·olution of th·e qifferential equation at every poi11t in tl1e cor1ti11t1ous ./ 
region, an att·empt is made to determine approx irna te va lt1es of tl1c 
solut.iort at the mesh points, the intersections of tl1e r1ev .. 1ork 1 ines with each_ other, and with the boundary of tl1e re~;io11. 
T'he partial der iva ti ves of the func t iorl of ir1 teres t, T, at a mes--h: p·bint are replaced by partial differe11ce quotie11ts; tl1us, obtaining ~ lin~ar ~lgebraic equation, called the difference equation, involving the· value of T at adjacent points. 
As the size of the mesh is made finer, the evaluation of the parti~1 derivatives using the difference quotients l • C ;-1 !1 D C Pr C C 1 S e . 
. -_e_nough so that it would be possible to obtain a differe11cc eqt.1ation 
which "approximates wel 1" the partial different ia 1 equ:1 t Lor\. 
However, problems of stab i 1 i ty and con\rerge11c e freq tien t ly· arise in :f:-inite difference methods and care must be e:-:ercised at1ot1t botr1 of these problems when selecting the finite dif fere11ce scr1er:1e. 
· According to t;he formulas selected for apprc):-:i.:~:ating the partial I 
_de.t·i:vatives, the temperatures can be computed eitl1cr (lirectl\r frc)T.-: 
:the temp~tures of the preceeding nodes or as a solution of si:~:ulta-






while the second ·i.s· :called implicit. Although implicit methods may 
·require bhe storage of large arrays, they are unc ond it iona 11~,r stab le 
and are more reliable than explicit methods for accurate results. 
Furt·hennore, they are better suited in problems \.Jl1ere large ter:1perature 
gradients occi'ir sirice a large temperature gradient is a soL1rce of 
instab_i.lity in the. computation. 
In this investigation, where high gradients are expected near 
·"'· t.he $Ut'face of the water chilled ingot, only implicit metr1ods are con-
sidered. The main problem is therefore hO\..J to sol·ve tr1e set of s i.t:'.t1l-
ta.neous equations M 1f = Q, M being the matrix of tl1e coefficicr:ts, Q.. being the vector representing the second member of tl1e set of eqt1ations, 
and T' being the vector whose kth coordinate is tl1e va lt1e of ti1e ter::r1era-
.. th tures at the k mesh point in the region. Sucl1 sets of eqt1a t ior1s can 
be solved directly by elimination, but this procedt1re is 
::f<)r large sets such as those encountered in tl1is prob lern. 
\'er\" ir1c ff ic i.en t , 
1. t \·1 ·1_ S' ~) ,-. r, n, .. l c.., , ............. 
· fourtd(lO). ·that iterative procedures are much more efficient ti1a11 c;al1ssian 
elimination when the order of the matrices invol\red is large. Tl1e \,_,., 
procedure selected in this investigation is referred to as S.I.P. 
(Strongly Implicit Procedure) and was first developed for tt.,10 dimensional 
heat tranSf~r analysis by H. L. Stone(lO). 
this ~ethod has been chosen for two main reasons. First, it 
i_S· an uncond.itionally stable procedure "tvhich has been pro\1ed to converge 
even more ra.pidly than the A.D.I. (Alternating Directio11 Iteration) 
rnethod(ll) in many cases. Second, a generalizatior1 of tt1e S. I.P proce-
/ <lure to three dimensional problems has been recen tl~,r pt1r)l isl1ecl (12), 
making S .. I. P. a procedure easily usable for two or tl1ree d ir:1er1s iona 1 
heat transfer and easily programmable in a computer langL1age. 1'he S. I.P. 
algorithm in three dimensions is derived in 1\.ppendi:< I. 
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
• 
I 
·For square (or rectangular) ingot and referring to a coordinate 
s,ys,tem fixed on the ingot, the general heat equation in transient state 













dX ( K -
-
;,T pC ~- + Q Pot (1) 
wh.ere ·th·e ·terms are defined in the nomenclature. This eqt1ation governs 
·the: heat transfer process and therefore t11e tempera tt1re cl is tr i·:1i1t i('!1 
inside the ingot. Boundary conditions , c or res por1d ir1 g t C) t: l1c he.:1 t 
transfer process at the surface of the ingot, must also IJe specified. 
Th·is surface heat transfer process can be qt1ite ,;:;er1era l, and tl1c :-:~odel 
d·oes n.ot require any simplification such as constant tem1)eratt1re or 
·cctnstant heat transfer coefficients. 
In this investigation, sy111111etric heat transfer is asstimed so 
·that on.ly a quarter of the ingot is considered. 
distribution is chosen, the problem is said to be \,.rel 1 :)c1sed, ar1d the 
s o 1 u ti on , as s ume d to ex is t and to be u n i q u e , ca 11 be s c, u ·:; 11 t . 
In the next paragraphs, the assun1ptions rna.de L11 tl1e finite 
diff.erertce form of Equation 1 
conditions are examined • 
and the treatment of tl1e boundarv 
., 
. THE T.RANSIENT HEAT TRANSFER EQUATION: Nillv1El<. I C~A L l\ 1) Pl~ O:\C H 
The finite difference scheme which corres1)onds to the S.I.P. 
a.l·gor.·i tnm is derived in Append ix I I. I ts pr inc ip le is to relate b~.' an 
impli:cit equation the temperature at the node ( i, j, k) ar1d t:1e s i:.: 
$·ur·rounding nodes (see Figure 4) at the ne\,.r time ste{) to ti1e :,l::~'-Pera-
tu.r:e a:t the ( i, j, k) node at the old time step. Tl1e s i:-:n1 lat ion t t1en 
proce~ds in increments of time. 
\Tati·at·ion of Physical Properties \..rith Temperature 
An important characteristic of tl1is prnblern is tl1at it involves 
a phase change. Such problems, 1w..rhere the char1ge occurs at a single 
temperature or over a temperature range, are son1etirnes referred t() as 
Stefan's problems and have been of interest to engineers anci scientists 
for a long time(7,8,14,15). 
In the case of a.pure material, \vhere tl1e phase change occurs 
.at a s.peci,fic temperature, the properties of the n1aterial sho"t,.1 a 
,·di·s.continuity at this temperature. The correct :':1atl1c:-:1;1tic:1.1 t(1r:-:-:t1la-
tion ·is ·there:fore solving two partial differential eqt1z1tic1!1s • ;1 r1 cl .an 
: .. - 14 - • 
Figure 4 
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.inter:face equat·i,on(l4). This would result in serious limitations in 
:our ability to solve such problems. Fortunately, in tl1e case of 
al.'loys, the phase change occurs over a tempera t Lire rar1ge artci t t1e pro-p.er ties can be made continuous in the \.;hole temperature range ot 
i.htere-st. . ' . . ... 
The ,p·r,ese.nt model can, therefore, handle any variation of the 
pro:p·er:ties with temperature provided these properties are cortt ir1uC)l1S 
in the· ·two-phase region. In the investigation, where 
:o·f the so 1 id if i cat ion of 3 0 8 L s ta in 1 es s s tee 1 is rep or t e d , t 11 e ·'"r a r i a -
tion o.f thermal conductivity, specific heat, and density of tl1is alloy 
are: shown in Appendix III. Since the values of pr1:lsical nr()Per ties . 
of· so·Ii·d or liquid steel at elevated temperature are diffict1lt to 
ob-tain, the best data available in the literature for tl1e ::;rade of 
steel 'of interest or a similar grade ,v~re selected and a sirnnle 
. linear telationship was considered for variation of properties in 
th.e· 'mushy'' zone. 
A simplification has been introduced to take into account the 
·ma.gnetic or mechanical stirring which might occur 1n tl1e ::~ol tc1: :~~eta l 
·p()Ql. Instead of adding a convective term in tl1e eq t1;1 ti 01'!, tt1e c()t-:cent 
c,£ "effective thermal conductivity" was used. The effecti,le tr1ermal 
conductivity Ke is given by Ke= K d . con uction X 
t .'!I" 
l'\. 
. • c o r1 \Te c t 1. o 11 Although some investigators claim that tl1e stirri.11·,: ;1r()cess 
ih the metal pool is almost nonexistent, it is belie\·cd 
a gr~ater importance in the particular pr aces s r.,.rl1 ic h is 
t ·, l ·i • ; t' l , , L l. . 
stt1died ' nere 
• 
since the water cooled mold has been isolated and tl1e 1 ines of current 
are running through the molten metal. 
The heat of fusion LH is assumed to be released in a linear 
ma·nnet· between the solidus and the liquidus temperatc1re. B11 tl1is t,.te 
mean ·that the heat capacity of the mushy zone is adjusted to tr1e 
- .17 -
Th·is esse,ntial'ly co·rresponds to a linear variation of tl1e enthalpy' of 
·t:he ste.el i.n the two-phase >region. This asst . 1r~1pt ior1 does introcl:.;cc a d.iscontinuity in the value of the heat capacity as .:1 fu11ct io!1 r)f temperature .. However, no important disturb3I1ccs ha\,e been rtoticed 1n the· resul.ts due to this discontinuity. A fit1.er :11est1 size ta~:.c:; c:1:·c of th.e possible oscillation in the temperature of tl1e nodes 1 oc;:i ted ili. t·he ''mushy" zone. 
B·ound_ary Conditions 
"' However complex the process might be, the influence of the 
-experimental parameters is limited to a change in one or SC\leral of the· six boundary conditions corresponding to tl1c :11ccl1anisms of ~,eat transfer at the six planar surfaces of the ingot. 
Centerp1anes of the Ingot 
Since a sy11n11etric heat transfer is assumed, only a qt1arter of ih~ ingot is considered. As sh O\.JTI in F i g u r e 5 , t he h o t111 d a r \. c o r1 d i t i t1n 
on the p 1 an e x = X ; s i m i 1 a r 1 :y , t 11 e b o u n ti a r \. 
is therefore 





. - 0 
0 on the plane z = Z. 
Slag Metal Interface 
The heat transfer at the slag metal interface is a ver)' com-plex one. Some insight has been given on this subject 1)~,r Dttc!l(C) a11d 
c·owor.kers(16) and more recently by Campbell(l7). Tr1e r:1air1 cor\clusion 
,se'erns to .be that most of the heat transfer to the metal nool takes p 1 ace via the mo 1 ten met a 1 drop 1 e ts and not vi a a 11 or :11a 1 r1 c 3 t t r a ri s fer proc.es s at the slag me ta 1 interface. Some exp er ime11 ta 1 d;;1 ta ·1J \. >, ui1 ( 5) s·nowing a rather sharp discontinuity bet,,]een the ten1per~1turc in t·:1c 
slag and in the metal pool at the interface ,;, . .rol1ld le11d st1pnort to tl1e 
a.bo-ve suggestion. In view of this still unsolvecl prohle:~: C)f tr1e 
ac·t.ua.l heat transfer process at the slag metal interface, .~1 cc)nstat1t te111perature was selected as a boundary conditio11. Ti1is corres:,()11ds to: droplets having a constant superheat. T11e fact tl1at tr1e 








Boundary conditions • 
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'Et\tenly distributes the droplets through the \.Jhole section of tl1e ingot; 
'.l't is however considered to be an a ppr ox ima ti on, t.Jl, ic l1 \./i 11 he ref ir,ed 
·~hen considering the three-dimensional model. 
Heat Transfer in the r1old 
The heat transfer process, othen.;ise rather simple, in ti1e mold is af:fected by two things. First the existence of a ' . C • 1 •~ .-, tJ', ~ : ~~- ., "" . 'i' " due ·t:c) the solidification of the slag at tl1e st1rface ... '., 1 r; ,~ c• .. ·1 r .. ,~'le.-· \...H .... <, 
t:he s la.g metal interface. Second t11e poss iblc c:·: i .. ~ tcnce ,"1f a i!ap after 
the 111.got contracts away from the n1old. Fl1rthcr::.l~re:, a tJad .~ • 1 1r"·lc-·· S ~. . ;.. ,~ C 
f·inis. h can drastically reduce the l1ea t tr an.sf er c oe ff ic iet1 t ;:1s i1as 
l:>een 1ioti.ced in several experiments. 
Some experimental data published by Sun(S) give an t111per and 
l·ower bound for the heat transfer coefficient t)etr .. ;eer1 tl1e n1old ;irici 
t:he ingot through a slag skin. These val Lies, l1~ .. .re\·cr, do n<1t t:ak.e into 
account the air gap. Sever a 1 heat trans fer c o e f f i c i e r1 t s 11 a ,,: e 
selected,. and. their effect on the temperatl1re distrib11til)t1 sir:1t.1lated 
on t:he computer • 
,, 
Heat Transfer in the Sprayed Zone \ 
As soon as the ingot enters the sprayed zone, its temperature 
.d:rops very rapidly. Most of the heat released is tised to \rapor1ze 
t1te ,sprayed water. This vaporization continues Lln.til tl1e te::1per:1.tt1re 
:o.f· the .ingot dr bps be 1 ow 212 ° F. Then t l1e \·lat er is s ir:1p l \T rt111111 r1 .; ()t1 
the surJ:ace of the ingot, and the amount of l1ea t e:-~ trac tecl . . l C ·--' l C f) '- ".} ii ~ • \ 
. ' • 
lower. The model has to take these t\.JO differe11t t~~pes t1f l1eat 
.transfer into account, and two values of tl1e 11eat tran.sfer ct)efficient 
,-ier·e sele·cted, according to the temperature of tt1e i11~ot. -~ f t,eca tis e o ·· 
the :lack of data available and of the difficulty of rneasurit1'~ ti1e 
am:ou11t of water vaporized, an empirical vall1e ;,,.ras selectecl r.,:l1ic·:1 ~i,les 
reasonable temperature values. The only poss ir)le correla t i1.)t1 :Je: t.· .. :eer, 
the results of the simulation and the experiine11ts 1s t ·11 e f ·, l- t 
.... i .. . .... 
t:he temperature· of the ingot surface is in tl1e range lC)C)-15()~· F tJelow 





Treatment of the Downward Movement of the Ingot 
The extraction of the solidified i.nQot tl1rot1gl1 tl1e mold and 
the c.ontinuous flow of liquid metal droplets into tt1e ~)()<)l c:111 tle 
simulated by making the following translation in ti1e ternper;iture dis-
tribution -at every time step: 
'T { i , j ;- k. )-- = T ( ± , j -n6 y , k) 
f·or a.ll i, j, k with nliy Vlit 
(1) 
(2) 
and ,deposi-ti-n-g. a thin layer of hot metal at the top of tl1e pool (for 
val.ues of j between 1 and ~y). Th is c orre s panels to a 
of the -downward movement of the ingot, i.•!l1 icl1 1. i...~ •, .:, C e- ~ ..: .., r ~ · S i n c· t·• t·· • .... C-,.--, l • "'-, . y ~ .1 Cl. "t ~-. ~-- " .. ;-. ..-. L • It 
time coordinate has been discretized for tl1e r1cccl c1f finite ciiffcrct1ce 
met.-hod-.. This method, however, has a very ser 1011s d ra-i;,:b;1c~·::. d·,:e pr i:-:-.ar i ly 
to Equation 2. n being an integer> 1, ~ ' . 
"'I~- \. ls-\ -" ,.. -........ 
-":. 
V6t . .. . The size of 6t is limited by accurac\· req,1ire!-:1er1t_~, -1·1,: ·-··1.-::• s· -e··c-d , .. i ... ,_.. L 1. ~ .. ..,,_ 4--.1 - · 
• 
-of- ext I7 action V ,f s very 1 ow . Hence, 





Equations ·1 and 2 a constant mesh size is reql1ireci 
S~Veral runs of a two dimensional anal\·sis 
1 n t : 1 c ~.- <:t 1 r e c t !_ ("" 11 • 
() f 
.a;_n_ ·opt:"i.mum time increment of 10 to 15 seconcls. i ,r 1· t i 1 _·1 , .•• ') •• , __ • \; .. 't •. • .. . • • 
... • ..,. ~ . \. . -.. -~ - .. I; ... 
t:.ion of 0~5 inch per minute, the max imtn-:1 :-:1e s l1 s i z c i :: t. t1 c • • ..;_ 1· z:~ -. C !>-- ,; -, ·1 • • ' • ' d ' :, " ' ' ,.. . " ,. '-' -- .,._._ .. . 
·wo.uld b.e 0.083 inch. Th is me s h s i z e i s n111 c 11 t t) o s r:1 a 1 l t ci ;1 l 1 cr.,t t !1 e 
. 
-~fimu.lation to be undertaken with reasona1)le ca1111t1tcr • 1···, e-·-1 ' 1, 
'= ""~' 
-l ~ '"r ( ~ .. ~-1 ~ .. ,...,._. ()"'""' ~ • I. to, - .. ;.. .. ~ .'t.,:,_, .. ~ ' ~· ,L, -,. 
, .. 
+·equirements. Instead, the d own\vard n1overner1 t - ' lJt tt1c 
by Equation 1 and 2 was performed every three 
r~asonable mesh size could be used. Th i s rn e t 11 (".1 cl i. S !1 () t , • !·1 l,., ·c , · .~ r •.. . .... , 
comp 1 e t e 1 y sat is fact or y because of the 1 a c k. of ;1 c c 11 r ;1 c )~ i r1 t ~n c de t er -
rnination of the depth reached by the pool sl1ape ;1 t tcr tr1c s i:~·:ti lat ion 
has p~oceeded for a certain length of time. 111 c)tt1er • · ·c"'t·,i ,. ,.. , _ _.,} - \.. l . "') , 
,s t e-ad y s tat e is di ff i cu 1 t to de t e c t in t 11 e comp t 1 t er <)t 1 t pt 1 t . 
' ~ r1eec1 tor a good 
Another shor teaming of th is me tl1od is tt1e 
:gues,s for the initial temperature distributio11 to . ' avo1e1 n r oh i }J i t iv e 
' time requirements. 
'-
' 
Despite these t\..JO sr1ortcomings, tt1e me tl1oci can 
.... · .... 
; 
- 22 -
,g:ive a g"<:;od approximation of the heat transfer process at tt1e be~inning 
. -
of ·a melt, when the ingot is of short length. ' . l ... r-- , , C• \., ... ,j,, 1(,,.,, 
$ -t:eady state could be predicted by s orne o t l1er \.Ja')', it r.,:ot1 l d g 1 \·e an idea of the dynamic behaviour of the process. 
A ST.EADY STATE HEAT TRANSFER MODEL OF Tl{1~ 1)ROCESS 
The need for a steady state analysis was expressed in the 
above paragraph. The first question \,.rl1icl1 must be ;:1s1zcd c<.1ncerr1.s tl1e 
e:x.-is tence of a steady state. 
if the parameters ofcthe process are 
has: reached a minimum length so that 
k e p t c on s ta r1 t a 11. d a f t c r t i 1 c 
the end effects C)i1 the st1ane 
. 
"I • ... ";,i ~---1, ~~ 
...... ,,_,., ..... lo 
()' 
"" 
·t:p.~ pool are negligible, a steady pool sl1ape is attair1cd. S ll C f1 a P 00 l 
• s:hape is the result of a temperature distril)ution \,.1hicr1 is tt1e sc,lulion 
of· the f.oll.owing heat transfer equation (see 1\pper1cli:-{ II, B for deri\·a-
·ti.on)·~ 
·· .. o ( K oT ) 
· ·a){. oy + o ( K oT ) ay ay + 0 dZ ( K oT ) dZ + Q -
where Tis a function of the three space variables only. 
a 
(3) 
Unlike the time dependent equation, the solt1tio11 of tl1is equa-
ti'C'.>n is ·not dependent on the ini t ia 1 temper a tt1r e dist r i bt1 ti C)n a t:d g i ,.res 
the .steady state distribution corresponding to tl1e botJl'!dar~: co:1dit.i.011.s ;se'l~-cted. The finite difference form of I~quat io11 J is \•er:; s i.::-:i. l;1r 
to the difference form of Equation 1 and tl1e rest1lting al~ori.t:~:~ a.11d 
computer program are very similar. As usual i11 t11is k.i.n.d ,"'f ;1rc1:1lem, the iteration scheme corresponding to the elliptic eql1atioi1 (Eqtiation 3) 
.converges much more slowly than for the correspondit1'1: t):tr.-1hc1l_ic C'.C.tL"lt ion (Eq ua t ion 1 ) . Never the 1 es s , the in t er pr e ta t i. o 11 o f t 11 c r c s t 1 1 t s n f t 11 c 
steady state analysis is much more relial)lc t11a11 i11 tl1e dy·t1a::-.ic case. The influence of process parameters can be s 110'(,,rr1 anci 
readily as will be discussed in Section III. 
interi1reteci ::1ore • 
• 
(I 
_,. - .}<_. .... - - -. 




A computer program was "t.rritten for a t\,JO and three dimer,sional heat t:ransfer approach of the model. The two dimensiorial a11a1~:si_s 
es~re_rttiall.y corresponds to the solution of the heat t r a 11 s f c r c o u ;1 t i on 
. i ti: an inf in it e 1 y 1 on g s 1 ab , who s e w id th is e qua 1 t o t 11 e r,.: i ci t l 1 o f t }1 e 
in-got considered. Typical computer memory reqt1iren1er1ts for tl1e simt1la-' ·~. ··-:-
't ion of ·a 4 inch x 12 inch slab is on the order of r1C), ()00 c)c ta 1 ~ .. :cJrds. 
Ty:pical computer times for the steady state ana l~.rs is are 30 to l;.0 
seconds for each run, with a reasonably good i11itial guess. 'fi1e con-
·vergence of the algorithm in the steady state case is rnuc l1 s l l1;,ter 
thap for the dynamic case.. (20 to 30 iterations i;,;ere needed 1r1 ()rder 
t:o ·obtain a fairly good accuracy of the solutior1.) S i ri. c e t i1 e Pr() c cs s . 
which was intended for simulation usually oasts 4 inct1 I .. " • ·.- _. 11""' C 'l 1 •,,·.·Cl.,. S • .. ,, ' " -l 
_.-... ... • .i--i ~- l. 
and s--ince several experiments have been n1ade i,,litl1 a 4 in c l1 .s q t 1 .:1 r e 
. 
:in·go-t, a three dimensional analysis 'i.·Jas rL1n to ci1eck. tr1e cc)rrclation b·etween experimental and theoretical rest1l ts. i\l tt1ot1gl1 the :-::csi1 size has ·been slightly increased in comparisori. to tr1e t'.,:(1 cl i.:~~cn,; i.11 n,"1 l 
11todel, the memory requirement is on the order of 120,r1nr'1 c'lcl:11 ·,.;(1rcis 
which almost saturates the CDC 6400, Le11igl1 t·r1 i,.rers ity ':< (. c1···· ·1 ·" t. f.• r '. .. ' • ~ ' '·e • 11,, "-,,, •. • 
Furthermore, each iteration takes a ppr ox ima tel:: 1 C) sec cJt1d s l) i c t"Y.::?tl ter 
time; so that a single run of the three din1e11sional model is ratr1er 
.. costly. 
Only a few runs were performed with several melting rates, 
,since the melting rate seems to be the parameter to \,:11 ic11 ti1e :~-:()cie 1 
b .. een inclu·d.ed in this presentation. 
µ·rogr··armning techniques can be obtained by cn11 tact ir1g tl1e au tr1c)r or 
·the. Department of Metallurgy and Materials Scier1ce of l .. er1i;~h l"ni·ver-
·::si·ty where copies of the computer program have been left <.')11 file \.;itl1 









'The continuous electroslag remelting process has not been 
studi·e·d very extensively. Therefore, the relatio11 betr .. :een tl1c :1()(:>l 
depth :and the process parameters, particl1larly the 
t.iort, was not quantitatively kno\ro. .i\11 e:...:per i:~'.er1t cr,1 11~ i;; t ir:i~ i:1 doping 
the molten pools with sulfur for two d if fereri. t speed~ 1.Jf e:-: tract i(1t1 
and two d i f fer en t s 1 a g po o 1 de p th s \.J a s c a r r i e ci C) ti t d:. 1 r i 11 ~: t he r c r:-, c 1 t i ra ·g 
of a. ·4 inch x 4 inch square 308L ingot. ir1.gots 
-. ~' 
in half so that sulfur prints could be taken 01 the ~~' l 1 1 • . C) • , . ~, -- ...... L L , 
T.he fou~ sample-s corresponding to each speed of e:.: tr.:ic l 1.on ar1cl each 
sla..g pool depth were also macroetched in order to re\·e.:11 t'ne ;;;;()1 idi f i-
C@.tiort pattern. The two melt rates selected \,Jere 1 .2 I.:)/:~·.:: ar:c: 1.-: 
Lp/mn corresponding respectively to an extraction rate c..,f )1 . . ', ., l- '' C ·<:"-. ) 1, ',' , ~
·-· .. .. ' ~ • 'I' per· hour. a-nd. 24 inches per hour. The t\.;o slag de11tt1s \,.tere ~1e;1st1red 
-as 2. 5 inc:he·,s. and 4. 0 inc hes. 
The sulfur prints (as shown on Figure 6.a) gave the rest1lts 
They show, as was expected, that t 11 c n c, r1 1 d e n t }1 . 
. is highly influenced by the melt rate. They do not st1(T,,:, :1cr .. ;c·:cr, 
an.y de'pe.:ndence of the pool depth on the an10ltr1t of s 1.-:.z. as is reD()rted ... 
·for the conventional ESR process •. A sulfur pr ir1 t of th.c irt,got ()!1 a horizontal cross section shows (Figure 6.b) 110\,.r l?1c :~:1:1.pe ,1f t:1e :1001 is influenced by the corners of the ingot. -() 'l' 
~- t :1e 
h·or_izontal and vertical cross section of the rnetal nO()l Ls (Jbt;.i i.:-:ed, , 
,. the results of the two and three dimens iona 1 prc)grarns ca11 be it1ter-








Scmie experimental pool•shapes obtained by sulfur print: 
F 
a Vertical sections 
b Transverse section 
• 
/ 
-· __ ..,. __ ·--· ·- . 
·2.2 lb/ mn 
2.5 in. OF SLAG 
2.2 lb/ mn 
4.5 in. OF SLAG 
l.71b/mn 











RUN NO. 1 
.. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
RUN NO. 2 
SECT l ON SHOWN 
ON FIG. 6-b 
. .--. 
EXPERIMENTAL 






EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 2 
TRANSVERSE SECTION OF THE INGOT 0.9 in. 






RESULTS OF POOL DEPTH MEASUREr-1.ENTS BY SULFUR PRINT 
. Melting 
Slag 
Depth 1.7 Lb/mn 2.2 1 ... 1)/mn 
2.5 inches 0.9 inch 1.4 inches 






'.Five parameters were varied independently and their impact on 
the· te1nperature distribution was studied. These five parameters \,.·ere: 
the speed of extraction (or melt rate) 
the temperature of the slag-metal interface 
the heat transfer coefficient of the mold 
the length of the mold 
t:he heat transfer coefficient of the spray. 
• 
The change in the steady state ternperatt1re distribt1tion i.;as 
ca:ltulated usirig a two dimensional analysis of tl1e prot)lern. I'l1e t• .. to 
d1.mensional approach was selected because t11e memory ar1d t Lt-;1e rcctu ire-
.rrtent·s .are reasonable as was discussed earlier. 1:-urt11e1-:11ore, tl1e 
r:.e-_sulting computer program is simpler and can be l1secl rnt1cr1 more easily 
t.o find r·easonable values for some c.oefficients in tl1e :nodel. 1~11ese 
·c:oe:fficien'ts are the heat transfer coefficient at t11e :~1old :~1t~t~1l 
interface .and in the sprayed zone, and the temperatt1re c)f tt1c slag 
·metal inter.face. The two dimensional model 11as bee11 alsc) l1secl to 
_sel.ec·t a mesh size which would give a good accurac:rr ar1d ' \·et nc cans er-
·vative of computer memory. The mesh size 113 s 1")ee11 al s C) ,') e 1 C!c t cd to 
-a.void oscillation of the temperature at tl1e nodes lc)c;itecl .-it . •~ '"' C l. l I . 
Ji_q.uid-solid metal interface. This oscillati.011 is due tc) the release 
of the he~t of fusion between the soliclL1s nr1d 
tures_ •. It can be avoided only by selecting a 
letting the iteration procedure run a fe,.,: rnore t ir~~es. 
s.:table temperature distribution corresponding to tl1e 
obtained. 
st e<icl ". sta.te is ~ 
The results of the two dimensional program are treated in the 
nex.t paragraph. 
TWO D:IMENS IONAL PROGRAM - RESULTS 
Before investigating the effect of different parameters on the 







ma:de :to sel_·ect reasonable values of the important process parameters (h·eat _t.ra·n_s·fer coef f ic ien t in the mold, heat tr a r1s fer c t1e ff ic ie11 t of 
the. ~pr:·ay, temperature at the slag me ta 1 irt t er f.-1 c e). 
A superheat varying fr om 50° F to 200" F ,.,/as found to be a 
r·easonable value for the temperatt1re of ti1c drc1nlcts :1t 
me·tal inter fac~. The possibility of 
he·a·t ·is. due to two reasons. First sorne of ti1e 
' . l '"") ,·:, 
-" . "L1. 5 
arrives in the slag in the form of por .. .:der, ;111d tl1erefore :1rc:;c::Ls .-1 11:[gh surfa-ce to volume ratio. These fir1e particles are ;~c)i:1,: :c1 f.1ll down through the slag at a rather lor.,; speed, ·111d t:1ei.r tet;\per:1t'.,1rc ~ .. ;ill irtcrease appreciably since the tempera tt1re of tl1c s l;1;~, as ::1east:reci by an optical pyrometer averages 3200°1~ to J3CH)"f'. 
which is continuously fed into the p oo 1 a nci f orrns r-:1os t of 
product is a low carbon steel, whose liquidl1s ten1perature 
mate 1 y 10 0 ° F h ig her than the 1 i q u id us t e rnp er a t u r e o f 3 Cl 8 L .• 
• . .. ' • . .. 'I'* 1· t). l- .. ' t-.. ---., -~, ,i._ . ' ' 
' 
. 
., d t b e r , ... ·-· •-=· . •. .-,,. .. "\ - .-. ~ ... -~~· •= L """-
. ,, 
: \ s tJ r t a. c c 
temperature of 2700°F to 2800°F (100°F to 200°1: of st1perr1cat) 1,,;a.s 
:therefore ·considered to be a valid assumption on tl1e ternper.:1tt1re of 
the $lag metal interface • 
• 
A conrrnon value for heat transfer coefficients bet\i1een tl1e slab 
'1 .and the copper mold in a continuous casting n1old is 200 E>tt1/ft .... l!ir/)!='. This value however gives results which are ot1t of rar1ge for tt1e cc1r1tit1-
,,..., u ous e 1 e c tr o s 1 a g r eme 1 t in g pr o c es s • A v a l t1 e o f 3 0 t o h O ~ ~ t l 1 / £ t ·· / : tr .! ·~ F' 
·seem·s to. be much more realistic. This value is in agree::~cr:t \,:itl1 tr1e 
·tesult:s of Sun(S) who measured experimentall~y· and tl1en si.:~:ul.atcci tt1e 
·heat.ing curves of slag coated copper rods in1n1erseci irt c:l liqt1id :::et:11. 
The heat tr ans fer coe ff ic ien t in the s pr a:yed z 011e i. ~ \·er:: ::~1; c 11 
:cl_ependen:t on the 
5.0 Btµ/ft· 2 /Hr/°F 
intensity of the spray. I t 1.. S b e 1 ·1· e \ re (1 t L1 • • ,"'1 1· " . ;· r ....,..~ . . .. l ~ ~, -J, .. ' 
,a~ .... It._._. - • ~ 
for a very light and diffuse spray· to 400 :\t·.i..'ft-· r:ir/·~F 
.f,or a high strength spray. A typical set of isotherms obtainecl r.,:itl1 
0th_e val.Qes s.elected is shown on Figure 7. 
Figure 7 
Typical set of isotherms as obtained by the computer mode 1. 
Process parameters: 
extraction speed: 10 in/11 
') heat transfer coefficient in the sprayed zone: !;00 Btl!/tt-/Hr/°F 
2 heat transfer coefficient in the mold= 50 Btu/ft /!~/"F 
temperature at the slag metal interface: 2700~F 



























I'nf,luence of the Melting Rate on the Temperature Distribt1tion The melting rate has a profound ir1fluet1.ce on the ter~~rerature 
.d_istribution and especially on the shape of t'ne :~1c)ltet1 :11et~11 pt)c>l • . · The, computer program was run for three melting rates corresp()r1di.r1g t·o extraction speeds of 10, 24 and 30 inches per l1ot1r. 'fr1ese si)eeds c:orrespond to the rate of extraction of the it1got ~cncr;1 l l::l e11cot111tered in electroslag remelting. Figure 8 shmvs tl1e differc11t poc)l s11~1pes dbtained at these three different speeds. 
the only variable was the speed of extraction, and Figure linear relationship between the depth of tl1e pool and 
extraction. This linear relationship agrees r..;it11 tl1e pred i.ctic1r1 l)f Biochenko (18) quoted by Chalmers (19) that the dep t11 of t l1e liq t1 id ptJO 1 
·is proportional to the rate of c~sting. \•.Te \•Jill disct1ss later t:1c li::-ii-tation.s of this theoretical linear relationship for ;1n .-1ctun.1 o;)er:1tir.g 
··process. In Figure 10, the temperature at the centerlir1e of tl1e it1cot and a·long the surface of the ingot has been plotted f c)r tl1e tl1ree di f-
_ferent extraction speeds. Since we are in teres teci ir1 tl1e s lc:1d \" < ta te con·ditions, distance along the centerline of tl1e ingot ancl t i:~1e are 
·equi-valent· quantities so that the slope of the cl1rvcs i11 Figt1re ICl also 
.r.epresents the cooling rate of a point along tl1c stir face an.ci a li."lr~g tl1e centerline of the ingot. For an ex tr a c t ion s p e e d () f 2 L., i I1C l1e S t:he ·cooling rate is found to be 100°F per n1i11t1te at tr1e cer1ter 
t per !1oti r, 
r 
,• I.. ,, ..l :Lngot .• At the surface, it varies from 70°F per n1i11t.1te in tl1e :::old to 500°F p-er minu·te in the spr-ayed zone. 
It is interesting to note that an extraction speed of 10 i11cl1es p.e-r hour provides a homogeneous cooling througl1 tl1e r.,1l1ole ingot. Tl1e cooling rate is equal to 40° F per minute. This pr O\res t 11a t a 1 O".·l extraction speed can provide a very homogeneous solidification pattern. Temperature at the Slag Metal Interface 
Several amounts of superheat were selected and their influ-ence on the temperature distribution in the ingot was studied. If 





P-,ool shape for different speeds· of. extraction. 
Process parameters: 
extraction speed= 10,24,40 in/h 
? 
..., heat transfer coefficient in the sprayed zone = 400 Btu/ft- /Hr/°F 
heat transfer coefficient in the mold= 50 Btu/ft-/Hr/°F 
temperature at the slag metal interface: 
')...,()0'~; 
·- I . .. l 
grade of steel: 308L stainless steel 
,-. 

















IO in./ hr 
I 
24 in./ hr 
I 
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. .;.. ··3. •·6·· -
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Figure 9 
Jl)epend.ence of the metal pool depth on the speed of extraction of the 
i-n·got .• 
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Temperature profiles along the centerline and on the surface of the 
ingot for different extraction speeds. 
Curves No. 1 Indicate the temperature profile on the surface. 
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SURFACE TEMPERATURE 2700°C 
2 h mold = 50 8 tu /ft /hr/ ° F 
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¢·onsider-·_ed canst.ant, the amount of superheat does not affect tt1e tempera-
·t·ure dis·tribution very much, as sl1m,.rn. ir1 :·~if_:ure 11. 
Heat Trans fer Coe f f i c i en t in. t he : < o 1 d 
Figure 12 s h o,...r s t he in f 1 u e 11 c e o f t: .. : o d i f fer en t t1 ea t tr a n s f e r 
,~oefficients on the temperature profiles • I • 1 n t n t· 1 r1 ,: o t • l t c· -1,·,. 
-""- . ' .., . "
noted that the temperat·~re distribL1tion is r;,1.ti1cr sensiti\te tr~ a 
change in the mold heat transfer coefficient. ' . .1 . « • . ·\ ~-, (l Y- C• ( ,, .-, t- ·, 1 ! (·• ··~ .. • ~ ~ - ' .... "io..,.-. + ~ '~ t ,... .. _ * "-~ Ii... ii' 
of the influence of the surface fi11ist1 or1 tl1e sl1ape 11f the 
be d9ne. in the three dimensional ar1al~fsis of tl1e probler::. 
Influenc'e of Lengtl1 of }1old 
P(1()1 f~~ill 
' 
Although the length of the water cooled n1old 1n the electro-S'lag pr,ocess is of much less importance tl1n11 i.11 c1.)t1.t ini1c1us c:1.s ti:-:;~ bec:ause of the much slower speed of extracti<-111, it . . l S ~ .· o !~ • r' ~ ... - , •. _,. l.,, 
er i11g how much it influences the temper a tt1re cl is tr i bu::. i <)n. 11e seeri. in Figure 13, the mold length does r1ot r1.:1.':e ar1 i::11)ortartt effect on. the metal pool depth. It d oe s , h O\-.r ever , 11 a \Te a 11 i m nor t a 11 t i r1 f 1 i 1 c :-:. c e on the rate of solidification of the ingot, and o 11 t r1 e s i 1 r f :~ c e t c :~1; t) e r -
• ature at the end of the mold. ,• ... ··.. .- . It is therefore ".l I1 1.· r~- ·1 (Jr • ·)~I •.. 1·~. ·1 C t· o. r L .,(k .. l ...••• L .... . 
which provides a good means of controlling the rate c1f ~olidificatior\ of, ·the ingot. Furthermore, the tempera ttrre at \·/11 ich tt1e i.:1.:;,1t reacz1es 
·t·he spray (temperature T1 , T2 , T3 on Figure 13) car1 also be corttr1..)lled by selecting a mold of determined length. 
THREE DIMENSIONAL PROGRAM - RESUl,TS 
After the two dimensional analysis of the problem t.,1as tes tcd 
and some more insight given to the influence of tl1e prc,cess p:1r;1.:--=~etcr~ on the temperature distribution inside the ingot, a tl1ree d i-:~:e::.; i:. 1 :-..:11 
-pr·ogratn taking into account the heat transfer in tl1e three -;:1.:1ce d:1.rec tions was run on the computer. As \•J a s n1 e 11 t i o r1 c d c 2 r L i- er , tt1is oro-
• grq.tn was merely a generalization of the t\•lO d in1er1.~ ic,n,-1 l 





Influence of different amounts of superheat on the temperature pro-
file along the centerline and on the surface of the ingot. 
Curves No. 1 Temperature profile on the surface of the ingot. 
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])J.fltIE!Ii¢e of different heat transfer coefficients between ingot and 
mold on the temperature profiles along the centerline and on the 
~titface. of the ingot. 
i Temperature profiles on the surface of the ingot. 
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In.:i;lu.ence of the length of the mold on the temperature profile along 
the c:enterline and on the surface of the ingot. 
c:u)t\tes ·N'o. :1 S.ur.f ace temper a ture. 
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DISTANCE FROM THE SLAG METAL INTERFACE { in.) 
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the CD.C :6400 computer of Lehigh University. 
:s·ize is not believed to have any important 
Th i s 1 r\ c re a s e 1 t1 t t1 e me s h 
1 IT: t) l i C ;1 t l t 1 n .< it ~ 
accuracy is concerned. The program :.·las r u11 111 t :1e 
4 inch x 4 inch ingot of 308L s t;-1 in less ~tee:l, 
corr·elate experimental and theoretical results. 
teTI1perature distribution on the center plai:e of tr1e 
<Pt::C i ! i '-, 
I' ., ) 
'"'· \. 
~-- r .. .. , 
f ()tlt1 C 
1. "" ,ri, c'1 t - · ·1 s_. ~.- 0 r \' i \ ~-, . .., "- .. ''-' ~ 
. d if ·fer eh t fr om the temper a tu r e <l is tr i bu t i on i t1 the ti. .. " lJ ci i :"'·. c r1. s i t") n a 1 
t t1e 
model. To be more precise, it was f ou11d t 11 a t t 11 e ::·. e t a 1 : 1 1.) 1~ l • - • ·-. C -,..- l~ C •11 J 11 l,. ~-,, ~ - ~ 
_ j . ' .. 
_s.hallower, due to the additional cooling ot1 
Figure 14 shows the differences in the pool 
t 'I', r O c 1· ci c, <; l.) t •l· h n .. • ...JI - ~--· ..._ ' 
-- .. -" • .. 11 ....... 
i ' ~ ~ C e.· l) t !1 ')e··· •.• ·ee"' *1· t •1.ic• ~ ~ • 1 .. ~ ._ L ···~ t ; """ "'" J.'• \.._.., . d.irnensional and three dimens iona 1 progran1 for se\'cr:1 l c:-: tr;1c t il)'f\ speed,, 
the same process parameters being used in tl1e tt,:c) 
As can be seen from Figure 14, ~ • Ii: • 1- n ! ·1 • 1 ' ' •"'! S ~1 l p ~ .. -r .. l....._ .... \i, .. ., ~ oe ti,teen 
·the pool depth and the extraction speed is still ,,.-:1.lid 
-dimensional analysis. However, the pool deptl1 increases rnt1c\1 :narc 
'slowly when the melting rate increases. 
C·'0RREIATI0N BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL 1\ND TllI~ORE1'IC,\L R.I~SlJi/fS 
The correct poo 1 depths could 110 t he pr ed Let cd .~1cct1r ate 1 ~., by 
using a constant temperature dis tril)ut ior1 across tt1c ir1;i..(tJt SC!C t i()i1 
a:~· th~ slag metal interface. A p a r a b C) 1 i c p r o f i 1 e "··t ;1 s :1 s s t 1 r:: e d , -~"-in·~ . ......... -. . ..,. 0 
,a temper a tu re of 2 8 00 ° F at the c en t er of the i 11 ~ o t i.; e c t i o r1 ~1 ruJ a 
'temperature of 2700°F at the center of tl1e 
temperature distribution at the top of tl1e ir1.,:t)t 
• · · 1 c· c· c.-.L_ ' .. - - ,.-,. • Tl1e .ass t1:ned 
. ' 
-1 C • t ,, , e• r e "' ;·") r- .-... ·.• . ) ..• r _•1 -~ .~ i • L \. · \.,. ~ t 1P 1 ', ., it,, t. • 
boloi4 of revolution. A heat tra11s fer Co nCf"l·(.l."1':t· 0f - "L... l. l_ . ..... • • 
- "-
r -- ·1 - '\' 
.J . - ., -- f ... ,.. ., ..., •..,. f '.. l • ~ • -, 1 f ~ • 
.; ,, •. ~-- 't>-1 ,, ~ ) -l,.,. ·-. ..... ""- ... 
- "',,.. • 
:wa.s cho.s-en for representing the heat trarisfer het:.,.~cer1 tt1c ~~~,)le: 
i.ngot when the temperature of the n1etal 
") tllt~:• A heat transfer coefficient of 30 i}>tu.11-t·-·/Hr!·~!,~ ~ .. :~is a.s::-,;·,::-,.ec: :tti 
:the lower part of the mold. In the spra1recJ >:or1e, 
c.o.e·f fie ien t of 300 Btu/ft 2 /I-Ir/° F 'f.vas ass un1ed. ( . .\. 
• ') i ., ;;-:· ••. , •. 
'-• • '~ ~--.--. L 
:1e;1 t trar~s fer 
coefficient has not been found to influence tl1e sl1:1nc 11: c.:1c p(101 f()r 
·& 4 inch mold, although it does decrease • . t 1 • ~ t·· ~.., ,~. !, 4 • ' " • ,.,:, 





Comparison <:>f the relationship between pool depth and speed of extrac-





























THE SAME PARAMETERS HAVE BEEN USED IN THE TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS . 
x/ 










10 20 30 
SPEED OF EXTRACTION ( in./hr) 




the liquid metal, which corresponds to a certain degree of ~t1rr1:1~ in the liquid pool. Figures 15 to 18 s l1 o\.: t l1 e s l1a Pe~ •1 ! . ___ ., c· "> l~, .. ' 
in horizontal and vertical section -, . o 1 t ne tn._{()l ~ ,-,-
. ~- ~ . · t:> • • [l> 1·. -,,' 1 "') '-,#- "'• "- . ~,Ji, * 
speeds. Figure 19 shm...rs the depe11cler1ce of t11e ,:e:1t·:1 ,.1f t'nc 
with the melting rate for the process 
earlier and the experimental results. ;: L. ·'' 1 1- .::, S . .., . .,.\. \,.,...,.~ 
-agreement between experimental and thec1r1...:Lical resl1lts for 
. 
._-...... c~ ,--.- ·1: 
C • '• C. ~ ' .. " 
- ",. .. '· ,, 1\ : ,. :~ ,- ' i 
1 . . . • • !Ill -·-4 ... fie· .. .. '. 
.... ... - ' (),'"', :_, , , ,..,,-_1 l 1f r, .,_11 , *-- , •It~..,, ··- "t,.;c 
_·•'-··· ..• • ¥-'t';• "* 
a.nd transverse sect ions of the ingot, i11 t l1e case of e:•: per ime n. ta l rtiz1 
number 2:. 
A.$ can be seen on Figure 6, the first ex per imen ta 1 rtin ga '.'e a 
slightly ~ell shaped pool. Th is s ha p e \·/as be 1 i e \. e d t () ·:) e 
''better than usual" heat transfer coefficient 1)etr.,:een, tl1e 




A heat transfer of 80 Btu/ft-/l~/s1: ~1as .... . .. ~ t O t 1 • 1 (' ~ > . ) 
. 1 - • ' ~ ' ' >. •.... t, L .__L , •. ·.L \.,.,L C l);r t· CC t 





of the molten metal pool. Its result is st1nn11;1r Lzed c1z1 Fi~i1rc ·, >> ' , . 
.. i 
_./ • 
It can be seen that a better heat transfer t)L) t·,·.-,,_,,.,, i • t i ..__ ..,_.,. " .. does n.ot, affect very much the depth of the pool bt1t cr1ar1<cs i • .. . • ~., -\ '"le·· ·'"" L . -~ ~ ·-, I'! .. ~~ 1, ~ ' • 
• In view of Figures 19, 20, 21 ancl 2:2, it c;11; :1e :·:ecr1 t11:1t tl1e 
r-r1odel predicts rather accurately the s l1a pe of ~ .-. ,., -•. ~-. . ) '" ,,_. 1 " . '--"~ L q._. - " - fl. __ "' ror 
the experimental results available. 1\ closer fittinr~ ()t 
and theoretical results could be done, l)y selectirt;: >:,li,J1~L·.- c:L:':erc::t temperature at the slag metal interface. 
would not have much sign·{'ficance 
points ~ould have been necessary 
. 
s 1.nce a 
1, 11 1· c : 1 c l 1 1 , c_· • • - , 1"' • 1 ' ~,,, "· • r. •. • .. r ,. .;! " .- -.. : " 6- ~ I l., .- • • '-. ~ .., , t ;, ' ;, \. ~ '1 1.f ~-• \, ,..,_,_.., 1'l. ,.. 
l .., r ,·t C· 1- •") : : --· ·, 1 r, 1- 1 ) ~ (1, t-.T- ~ ...... .,.,, .. '-,.,.... ,.,. . . !!"* ... ,., ... ~) t'~~ ,- i .... ,.,, i_ .. ~ .,, ~ _.... :_: "-,,-~ ...... -
.... ,jp:: ,.,. • ~ -.• __ ~ .,. lb_ ..... ~ . 
'':I h £1 . ! t· t· i1 e·. t· 1· n •1 c· " ; ....... r ,,·_ (' l, .. ·· '\.,,, t.-t1 • <. ' I\...,_ ,.- "'!': t C ~ '='· ... 'I' " 
-,;,, 
o·f the metal pool depth on the melting rate. 
It is believed that more complete e:-:perimental stt1dy of the oro-
. cess on a wider range of me 1 ting rates , .. .rol1 ld 11ot g i \'e a 1 ir\ear re lat ionsh tp 
' 
- 51 -. •. 
Figure 15 




















TRANSVERSE SECTION OF THE INGOT 0.3 in. 
BELOW SLAG METAL INTERFACE . 











































TRANSVERSE SECTION OF THE INGOT 0.75 in. BELOW SURFACE. 




·r-~.qt:·herms- .in a longi tud ina 1 sect ion of the ingot for t l1ree different 
ext.~a:ctit,n speeds. 
Process parameters: 
extraction speed: 10, 20, 30 i11ches J)er hour 
he~i.::t· tr:ans·:f:er coefficient in the mold t so 
30 
he~t transfer coefficient in the sprayed 
., 
• l / - ~ / • • / -~ ,.~ 
r · t l 1 1 ~ t i ' i !- .. . '' 
. ) .. .. .. .. ,. .. i or T .. , 
'·1 
• ·, I - I • • ·' - • 
: ) l u , r t. ~- 1 : 1 r / · 
-') 
..., t1 ·"' e- • 
·- __ < l ,I, • 300 -, ,-.•=/·· ,.,_,, • . t • I ~- t· ,. • tr ;, . ~ .. 
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• •. , 
Figure 18 
'fernperatur.e profiles along the centerline and on the surface of the 
ingpt {ir1 .a plane of symmetry) for several speeds of ei-:tract ion. 
Ctitve$ No. 1 Temperature profile along the centerline of one face of 
the ingot. 
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Rel~tiQJ:iship between pool depth and extraction speed. Correlation 
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Figure 20 
·P·<Jol ·shape: Correlation between experimental and theoretical results. 















----- COMPUTER RESULT 
SECTION SHOWN 
ON FIG. 21 
0.9 in. BELOW 
SURFACE 
- - - EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
MELTING RATE = 30 in./hr 
THE EXPERIMENTAL CURVE CORRESPONDS TO 




" . ! ; 
Figure 21 
Pool shap.e:: Correlation between experimental and theoretical results. 
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---- COP*UTER RESULT 
- - - EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
MELTING RATE = 30 in./hr 









·C·dr.rerlati9n ··between experimental and theoretical results. 
.t-tt"l run :No.. 1. 
- .. ·. . . -. -·· 
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- - - EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IN THE 
UPPER PART OF THE MOLD -






$0;:tl)~ of the molten metal pool for different heat transfer coeffi-








HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IN THE 
UPPER PART OF THE MOLD 
· · -· 30 Btu /ft 2/ hr/° F. 
- - - 80 Btu /ft2 /hr/° F. 
--- 150 Btu/ft 2/hr/°F. 
• 69 -
I 
as given by the model. The reason is that a change in the melting rate 
induces a change in the amount of superheat of the droplets sc) t:1.1: 




r-- t""' e·. 
""-· '> ... 
In future studies of the heat transfer process in the electro-
slag remelting process, atten.t~on should be brought to an understanding 
Of the true heat transfer proces-s at the slag-n1etal interface ;1rld to 




A mathematical model of the solidification of an electroslag 
re me 1 t e d ingot has been de v e 1 ope d \.J h i c l1 p r e d i c t s t 11 c t e :-71 p e r · ~ : · : r t: , : i s t r i -
but ion l:n the reme 1 ted ingot and the s ha pc c.sf the r.10 l tc 1, :::c t:li p oo 1. 
A two ditnens iona 1 s imu lat ion gave s on1e understand i c.-i~ c1 f the or{Jcess and 
• 
som.e qua.litative results. A three d i n1e 11 s ion a 1 
.:.; 1· ni 1 • l_ ·1 • __ 1· _ l 1 r 1 t h (-•_ r1 -, ·_ 1 ~- ~ c ~ . . _ , • ~ . l . -:. ,., l - , "' 111 11 _, • ._ •-1 ¥- • • 
-results which exhibit a good correlation ;,,:itr1 e:-cperi.::H~:~t:11 rc:~'.,ilts. 
The increase in the melting rate . . . S e e ~1) c• t ·J (- -). •-, t r 1 f) 1 I O- :. ' ' "": 1 ' - ' .• .::, (. - (_. 1 • . • •, • I.. L! .... • • t:~ 
major pa·rt: to the increase in the metal pool depth. -r-~ . • • 
r ti t t1 re s t u a 1 e s 
should determ;i.ne if the surface temperature at the slag metal inter-
face is also affected by the melting rate. 
The- three dimensional heat transfer analysis proposed in this 
{nves tlgation is genera 1 izab le in practice to a slab u f ;tn v di :::crce, ions 







·c: ·s:pecific Heat (Btu/Lb/°F) p 
h Heat Transfer Coefficient (Btu/ft 2/Hr/°F) 
:K The.rmal Conductivity (Btu/in/Hr/°F) 
L :'La.:t·ent Heat of Fusion (Btu/Lb) :H 
-
.M. Matrix of the Coefficients of the Finite Difference 
Equation 
Q·: Heat Generation Term (Btu/Hr/inches 7 ) 
p: D~rtsiti (Lb/inches 3) 
At Time Step (hour) 
T T·:emperature (°F) 
;$Qlidus Te~p~rature (°F) 
Tliq Liquidus Temperature (°F) 
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APPENDIX I 
Derivation of S.I.P. Algorithm 
J:i.ei:"e for a three dimens iona 1 problem. The two cl imens i ona 1 S . i . E'. 
:algorithm is simply obtained by cancelling the terms retcrri;;,~ to the 
For purpose of generality, the S.I.P. algorithm will be derived 
~ddition~l dimension. The details of 
l f I ... ~ ., • _... ...... 4. ~ .__ , · .(_~- _ , _ ~. -. ' i;.. -i, W • t 11 e . .,., a t r L:. ~.. • .1', t l 1 r i . 1 i 1· c- :1 t 1· Of"" a """ C; t •fl e 
proof of convergence of the algorithm are not included in this deri.va-
tion. More details about the procedure can be f ot1t1d in the t~o oapers 
• • 
~~blished on the subject(l,2). 
If the nodes (i, j, k) are ordered in sequence such that i is 
swept through first (i = 1, 2, --- I), j second (j = 1, 2 --- J) and 
k las.t (k = li 2 --- K), 
-+ 
arranged _in a vector T. 
the tempera tu res 1~ .. k ~1 t tl1e r1c)des cat1 be 
l J . 
Considering now the difference equation derived in AppendLx 11: 
Z . .. .k.. T. . k l + B. . k T . . 1 k + D. . k T . 1 . k + E. . k T. . k 
.;I. l J .;. . . 1.., J , ., . 1. , J , 1, J - , l , J , 1- , J , l , J , 1. , j , 
+~~,j,k Ti+l,j,k + 8 i,j,k Ti,j+l,k + 5 i,j,k Ti,j,k+l -- qi J0 k , , 
and ordering this equation in the same sequence, the overall system 




-T -q (1) 
B being a (Ix J x K) x (Ix J x K) ~trix.(Figure 24) A direct solu-
tt·on of(l)would be very time consuming, although the rnatrb: M is very 
sparse. 
The essence of the algo:i:-ithm is to add to the matrix M a matrix 
·hr stt t:hat (M + N) is factorable into a lo\.1er 
an upper triangular matrix U, whicl1 are alsu 
spar.sc • 1 
. l 
Any matrix is factorable into an upper and lower triangular :natrtces, 
but in this a Igor i thm, U and L must satisfy some ;1 priori requ i r c:c·cn ts. 
- ·73 -
Figure 24 
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Equation 1 becomes: 
(M + ·N) T q. ·+NT 
• 
The iteration scheme is then the follO\tJing: 
.. n+l (M + 'N) T · ,-· n q + NT (The superscripts denote the iteration level) 
or· .. ·•. 
: .• 
.-.n+l (M, + ·N) T· · .. 
. 
. 
q +· NTn ·+ MTn - MTn 
. n:+1 n-(M. +· -~r) (T··· - T ·) 
- MTn a 







q - MT n 
.,_.. LV, the algorithm is defined by 
U" Tn + l , h f 11 . 
. . b . d Ll t e o owing expression 1s o tatne 
= 
L\t = Rn 






- U V 
T-h·e actual equations of the S.I.P. algorithms are not rei)rodt1ced here . 
. F:or more information, see Reference 1 and 2 ar1ci tr1e listirii~ of t!1e 










ALL THE NODES 
I 
ITERATION ON 
ALL THE NODES 
-.. --n+I T = T 
\I 
COMPUTATION OF MA TRICES 
MAND q 
COMPUTATION OF MATRICES 
U AND L 
R" = q - MT" 
V = L-1R" 
" 
t.T" c v u-1 














n,er:t·vat·ion of the Finite Difference Scheme in Three Dimensions 
A. Urts·teady State 
0 
0~ 
1. Constant m~sh size: 
The partial differential equation can be \.JTitten: 
( K oT ) 
.· ox + 
0 
ay ( K oT) oy + 0 oz ( K oT ) oz -- cc p dT "'· + Q ., t 
By Taylor series expansion of the function T arot1nd tl1e node ( . . 
\:1, J, 
nates 
. . .. . . ' 
k) corresponding to the 
the term d ( K oT) OX ox 
·K.4 ·•· ·k l..T2', J :~: .. 
(T . 1 . k - T . . k) 1.+ ,J, l.,J, 
-
v a 1 \.1 e :·: . , \" . , z. () f t: 1 e l • } :Z coordi-
Can l) e al)!) r ,- . ; ·-, ·1 • -•. i ~, \~ t - -- L .. ,'1f._ ..._ ... ..,.,. - t_ L, t_" " 
,· 





..... :S>im·ilar expressions are obtained for 0 ( K ... oy :a 
oz ( K ~!) ; the finite difference form of the partial differ-
ential equation then takes the following form: 
Z: .• · • ..k· Tn .. . k I + B . . k Tn . . 1 k + D . . k T n . 1 . k + E i j k Tn i k :].. , J ., . ·. · ]_ , .J ,,:· . -. : l. , J , 1 , J - , l , J , l - , J , , , , j , 
4 F· · · k. Tn · +· ·1·· · k + H · · k Tn · · +l k + S · · k Tn · · k 1 = qi j k .. 1, ., J· '· __ : . l. . > ': J ,.. . l. ' J ' 1. ' J , l , J , l , J , + , ' 
where 
Q... . ·k· 1. . J. ····· .. 
·. '. , ... 
,_ 
-
B . k 
.i, j' 





p . . k C l.,J, p .. k 
1, J' 
n-1 ] T . . k /J.xlly l, J, 
The superscript n i~ Tn denotes the value of th i,j,k 




2. Variable mesh size: 
In the case of a variable mesh . s 1ze, similar to the drawing of 
Figure 26, the finite difference form of the expression 
0~ ( K ~~ ) can be written: 
K.:+. i .· k .. 
. 7- . . 
.1 .. ·.2 'J' ... 
2 (T . +l . k - T . . k) 
1. ,J, 1.,1, 
6x (6x + 6xb) 
a a 
-
2 (T . . k - T . 1 . k ) 1,J, l- Jl:a"' 
·.... (' ..... =-- · ... ) 
-- ., - __ ..... !. .._..,. .• .... b a b · 
the value of the coefficients in the finite difference equation 
are as follows: 
13: •· • k 
.. ].; ,. J ., -- Ki,j-\,k 
(tixa + tixb) (tiza + Lzb) 
46yb 
... 
(tiya + b.yb) (lza + Lzb) 
46xb .. -·.---·- etc • 
To ~heck the validity of the derivation of the finite difference 
equation in the case of variable mesh size, it is convenient to 
consider the equation as a heat balance around the (i, j, k) node. 
B. Steady State 
The steady state equation, written by reference to a fi:,cecl coordi-
nate sys tern with respect to which the ingot is moving ,.,'i th ;1 ':"·; nc: t\' 
T.:J, 
,\. ' can be derived by 
6y 
considering a heat balance i.r: an 
of dime:ns ions: 6x, and 62. The rate of 
_£ ( K ?T) ox ~x · 
accumulation. c)f 
~ ~ ... ·1· .~-~ i 
+ - ( ~- ..::.__ ) ·-
-..., .. , ........ 
---\· -.. ,~ 
- ,, , 
. . 
~ubej dti~ to conduction is [ 
t . . . • 
neat: 
·since the conditions are steady state, ' . . 
. . . 
l 4... •·- •11 l C'-,1 Ii 1 1 II '::--,; ... 
... .. ...,,_ 1'... . "' 
...... -·""'.,_ 
•• ! 
• ... .c-,· .+ 
... - ~ 
... ' -
t [11 - a 1.1 .. , r, t~ ~ ·- '.. ~~ ~' ,;.: ~ ~ t . (; • • • -.,, "· l. : ••. t • , "' 
equa':t;eid to the difference between the amount of heat leavin;~ ,,r:d 
entering the cube because of its relative movement with respect to the 
c6ordina·te system. This quantity is: 
0 
ox 
VA* ~y p C dT + Q 6x 6y 6z. p 
The steady state equation is therefore: 
,./. 
( IK oT ) + 0 ( K oT ) + 0 ( K oT ) -
-
:ax oy oy oz oz pC \' 
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= VALUES OF LOCAL MESH SIZE IN Tt£ 
x DIRECTION . 




This· equ~J:i·on is very similar to the unstead·v state eqt1ation, except 
tha·t· the temperature Tis now only a functior1 of tl1e ti1rec SJ).:1ce 
'Vari9-bles. The only coefficients affected by tl1e bulk f lc)r,,; term are 
those related to T. . 1 k and T. . k. 1,J- , 1,J, 
·the: value of B. . k. is then: 
1.·, J ' 
B:i .. :·:. k 
. 'J,,. "• 
-
- K.. , i· 
. . ... k 
-z L,J ·-i, 
6x6z 
6y 
In the ca.se of variable mesh size: 
J 
B. . k 1.,J,.···· K·. ., ,· .· .k ···-·7-. ]. ,.,. J . 2· ' 
' 




APPEND IX I I I 
Ph sical Pro erties of 308L Stainless Steel 
The physical properties of steel at 
t.ure .hav·e ·been selected and are sh01,rn ir1 the ne:-: t . - . . . 
not very well es tabl is hed. The best va 1 ues a va i l.1 h le in the l i tct· .,-
• 
is hbt an extremely common steel, sor:1e da t:1 a\·a i l:1:) 1 c f ()r 
S ta in 1 es s s tee 1 s 1 i k e 3 04 and 18 . 8 l1 a \' e a 1 s c) been us e d • 
The melting range has been selected ~s :550'F to 2600"F. 
The hea·t, of fusion was c 110s en as 12 2 Btu /I.b (:2 0). 
/ 
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Figure 27 
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Variation of density with temperature for 308L • 
.(The :change of density with temperature ~,,as con1pt1tcd b}t t1sing tl1e 
~·-o.E!ffi-cient of thermal ex pans ion and some genera 1 i11 f orrna ti ort C·.on-
- .. 
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r. Figure 29 
Variation of thermal conductivity with temperature for 308L. 
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